ABSTRACT
Knowing tourists’ individual preferences provides the possibility to offer personalized tours. The challenge is to capture these preferences using a mobile device. During a field study in Görlitz three methods for elicitation were evaluated by computing the correlation between the tourists’ and the algorithms’ rankings. The results served to clarify fundamental questions en route to develop a personal tour guide. 1) Is it possible to seed interest profiles in the mobile context with all its distractions that allow the accurate prediction of actual rankings of sights? 2) Are the interest profiles sufficiently diverse to base personalized tours on individual interest profiles instead of interest prototypes? 3) How do personalized tours affect the spatial behavior of tourists, do they really visit different attractions than before? Analyzing the interest profiles gives an insight into their actual diversity, discusses their necessity and helps simulating an improved distribution of tourists at a destination.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of tourists strongly depends on the availability and quality of information. A lack as well as a flood of information can be disorientating and forces many tourists to join the majority visiting major sights and often missing interesting ones close by. This also causes a few crowded places in contrast to many empty. One target of the Dynamic Tour Guide (DTG) – a mobile application enabling a spontaneous and guided tour – is to support tourists discovering a destination individually. Therefore it provides personalized tours and information to tourists by means of pervasive computing based on the actual context which is defined by personal interests, location and schedule of a tourist. (See ten Hagen et al. for further details.)

The challenges are to elicit the preferences of a tourist in mobile context to seed an interest profile, to rank the available sights by these interests (semantic matching), to compute an individual tour based on these data and to adapt the tour to spontaneous choices made by the tourist when executing the tour. The specification of interests in mobile context is difficult as a mobile device provides less than 4% of the pixels of a PC. Furthermore, many distractions, e.g. traffic noise, make tourists less patient in interacting with an application. Thus time and information bandwidth is severely limited compared to a standard PC environment. This paper suggests three different GUIs and models considering these constraints. The gathered interest profiles are subsequently benchmarked in order to determine the accuracy of the elicitation process. The diversity of the tourists’ interests is analyzed in order to study the necessity to gather individual profiles. A simulation of tours based on the gathered profiles indicates that an improvement of the tourists’ distribution can actually be achieved.

2. RELATED WORK
In a survey of tourists in Heidelberg by Freytag (2003) around 1500 tourists were asked about their activities during their visit of the city in 2003. The first important fact to mention is that most tourists explore the city by foot and on their own. Only 7% decide for a guided tour. The second finding indicates that most tourists move within a very limited area around the Old Town. Almost anybody visits the castle while all other sights receive less attention; some even less than 5%. This implies that most tourists gather at a few places.

In chapter 9 of Kempermann et al (2004) an examination of the different behavior of first-time and repeat tourists at theme park destinations is presented. It is outlined that first-time visitors explore the city by foot and on their own. Only 7% decide for a guided tour. The second finding indicates that most tourists move within a very limited area around the Old Town. Almost anybody visits the castle while all other sights receive less attention; some even less than 5%. This implies that most tourists gather at a few places.

In chapter 9 of Kempermann et al (2004) an examination of the different behavior of first-time and repeat tourists at theme park destinations is presented. It is outlined that first-time visitors have less information about a destination and try to visit as many attractions as possible, whereas repeat visitors select the attractions they attend more properly because they already know what to expect. On can predict that the DTG may help tourists in both cases to pick out and discover the sights they are really interested in by providing all information that are invisible or inaccessible for tourists.
The precondition is to get to know their interests in order to make recommendations. Gretzel and Fesenmaier (2005) not only mention the recommendation aspect, but also the persuasive component of a recommendation system. The primary goal is to get to know the preferences of users, but as this is a complex task it is better to get some clues and then to suggest things which can influence the choice of users by the way of representation.

Eliciting ones preferences is not a trivial task and there is no general solution to do so, at least not in mobile context. But solving this problem may lead to fundamental improvements in eTourism, e.g. more personalized information provision to enable the tourists to enjoy a destination to its full potential, which is one of the main problems as the above mentioned research activities pointed out.

3. METHODOLOGY

The field study, conducted in Görlitz in June/July 2005, was designed to answer the following questions in particular: (1) The DTG computes an optimal tour according to the interest profile of a tourist. Therefore the most fundamental question is: Is it possible to build a mobile system that collects information from the tourist, which is sufficient to select attractions? (2) In case an effective mobile “interest gathering” capability can be built, the next question is: How diverse are the interests of tourists? Are the interest profiles so similar anyhow that the optimal tours hardly differ and thus the tourists are best served by following the beaten tracks? In case only 2-3 prototypical interest profiles exist, then the corresponding number of standard tours would be sufficient. (3) The last and most important question for any form of pervasive computing or ambient intelligence is: Does the additional contextual information affect the spatial behavior of tourists or does the DTG merely increase the ambient noise?

3.1 Experimental setup

Before the experiment could start, about 80 sights of the city Görlitz were modeled semantically, which means that they had to be assigned to classes of an ontology. The ontology is a classification of all tourist attractions and of all fields of interests as well. Additionally pictures and describing text were collected for each sight in order to provide fair means for the tourist to rank the concrete sights appropriately.

For a timeframe of about 4 weeks, 234 tourists were given a MDA, which is a PDA type mobile device with an integrated mobile phone. Their first task was to complete a questionnaire designed to answer the following questions in particular: (1) The DTG computes an optimal tour according to the interest profile of a tourist. Therefore the most fundamental question is: Is it possible to build a mobile system that collects information from the tourist, which is sufficient to select attractions? (2) In case an effective mobile “interest gathering” capability can be built, the next question is: How diverse are the interests of tourists? Are the interest profiles so similar anyhow that the optimal tours hardly differ and thus the tourists are best served by following the beaten tracks? In case only 2-3 prototypical interest profiles exist, then the corresponding number of standard tours would be sufficient. (3) The last and most important question for any form of pervasive computing or ambient intelligence is: Does the additional contextual information affect the spatial behavior of tourists or does the DTG merely increase the ambient noise?

3.2 Current state analysis

Using GPS receivers is a good method to track the changes of the tourists’ positions together with a timestamp. Analyses of the track logs then identify the most and longest visited places as well as the tourist distribution in general. This distribution can be
visualized in a map by dividing it into a grid and coloring each cell according to the number of visits of that cell proportional on the total number of visits. Such a map is shown in Figure 1.

![Map of tourists distribution](image)

**Figure 1: Distribution of tourists**

As to be seen, most tourists move within a limited area in the medieval center of Görlitz. Many attractive sights apart from that area hardly receive any attention. Two circles mark two important architectural attractions: One of the most consistent and largest ensembles of buildings in Wilhelminian style in Europe and a replica of the Holy Sepulchre. Both are architecturally important, but nonetheless rarely visited even by visitors with a strong interest in architecture. This situation might easily be improved by providing better contextual information.

4. **RESULTS**

The age of the 234 participants ranged from 13 to 78, while the average age was 47 years. However, the modal age was 60 and 63 what gives a better impression on the actual age pattern. The percentage of female and male was 40% and 60%. More than 2/3 of the participants stated a regular use of the PC. Still more than 1/3 often works with the internet and a handy, while almost nobody uses an MDA. 90% own a PC or a handy.

4.1 **Interaction Duration**

Table 1 shows statistics of the interest elicitation process in mobile context: the overall duration, the number of clicks needed and the interaction duration with single panels. Surprisingly for all three methods tourists spent about 2 minutes or less specifying their interests with about 9 seconds per screen using a total of 22 clicks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration of elicitation process</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 1: Preference elicitation: Duration, number of clicks and panel view](image)

4.2 **Interest Selection**

Evaluating the gathered interest profiles allowed an insight into the selection behavior. The most important question here is how detailed the interests of tourists are and how detailed they are willing to specify them. Five main categories are offered. Close to 40% of the tourist selected interest terms out of at least 2 different categories and about 4 different ones in general. The diagram in Figure 2 displays the deepest levels the tourists reached when specifying their interests for the tree and image version.

![Figure 2: Distribution of the interest selections over the three levels](image)

4.3 **Spearman Correlation Coefficient**

A comparison of the 6 sights ranked by the tourist with the ranking of the semantic match algorithm returns a correlation value. This value expresses how similar the tourists rated the sights in contrast to the algorithm. The best result is an identical ranking (=1), the worst one is an opposite list (=-1). If the value is zero then no correlation is recognizable. The correlation value is determined by the formula of Spearman which compares two ranked lists according to Lowry (1999-2005). The difference in the rank of each sight in both lists is determined and squared. The condition is that the elements must be ordered ordinal:
\[ r_s = 1 - \frac{6 \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i^2}{n \times (n^2 - 1)} \] with \( n = \) number of elements, \( d = \) difference of the element positions, \( i = \) index.

The correlation results are listed in Table 2. From a correlation perspective the median correlation for the relatively simple method using five main categories and the imaginative method using images are equally effective in capturing the interests of the tourists. The last method is using a Windows Explorer style hierarchy browser.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( r_s ) coefficient</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking a look at the single correlation values shows, that more than half of all tourists have reached a correlation higher than 0.5 what means that for the majority of the tourists the recommendations are pretty good. Only very few caused a negative correlation as Figure 3 illustrates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Max Entropy</th>
<th>Actual Entropy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>5.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>5.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>5.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Diversity of interest profiles: Entropy

Computing the entropy of the distribution of selected interests within the ontological hierarchy gives an impression if the tourists select the same nodes within the same branch or if the selections are spread evenly across the whole tree structure. The values indicate very individual interests as the entropies reach about 90% of best case evenly distributions for all methods.

### 4.5 Clustering

Another approach is to find out possible similarities between these profiles and to try to constitute groups of tourists with similar interests, so called clusters. Clusters have a high intra-class similarity but a low inter-class similarity. A basic value to express the degree of similarity between two elements is their distance. The aim is to determine the distances between the profiles to be able to make a statement about their similarity. The distance between two profiles depends on the distance of their elements which makes some definitions necessary:

1) The distance between 2 interest elements (of one profile) = \( Dist_1(e_1, e_2) \)

2) The distance between an interest element and a profile:

\[ Dist_2(e, p) = \text{MIN}(\forall_{ie,p}: (Dist_1(e, ie))) \]

3) The distance between two profiles:

\[ Dist_3(p_1, p_2) = \text{MAX} \left( \frac{1}{p_1 \text{ elements}} \sum_{i=p_1 \text{ elements}}^{p_1 \text{ elements}} Dist_2(\text{element}_i, p_2), \frac{1}{p_2 \text{ elements}} \sum_{i=p_2 \text{ elements}}^{p_2 \text{ elements}} Dist_2(\text{element}_i, p_1) \right) \]

The distances for each profile to any other profiles are determined and result in a matrix. Based on these distances the clustering was done by the following algorithm:

Foreach profile \( p_1 \)

1. Determine profile \( p_2 \) with the lowest distance towards \( p_1 \)
2. If profile \( p_2 \) belongs to a group
   Add profile \( p_1 \) to that group
Else Create a new group with p1 and p2

The algorithm creates groups of profiles, putting the closest related profiles together. In this case the average number of profiles in such a cluster is small. The clusters are mostly pairs. A number of 30 groups and higher with less than three typical profiles in it can’t be considered as clusters, because it’s not possible to prepare standard tours for 30 clusters in advance. As there are very few profiles being closely related to each other an individual interest elicitation is compulsory.

4.6 Simulated Behavior
Sufficient to prove that the DTG provides information to the tourist instead of adding ambient noise, it needs to be shown that the tourists with access to the data change their behavior. The best possible method was to capture the spatial behaviour of different tourists with and without the DTG. Figure 4 presents the individually calculated tours as the same fragment of the map like shown in Figure 1 which displays the spatial distribution of the tourists determined during the field trial in the summer of 2005 - again the colors indicate the percentage of tourists.

![Figure 4: Simulated spatial behavior](image)

The interest profiles collected during the field trial were used to calculate the individual tours. Since no quantitative data about the start and end points of tours is available for Görlitz, they were chosen randomly for the simulations. In the course of the simulation studies it became clear that in order to get tourists to an area the following conditions must be met: (1) the area needs to offer a certain density of attractions, (2) all need to be modeled appropriately and (3) a system like the DTG must make this information available to the tourists. All together a clear improvement is visible.

5. CONCLUSION
In order to enjoy a destination to its full potential a tourists needs information and an intelligent agent providing a higher level service. An experiment having compared the current tourist distribution in Görlitz with the proposed one by the DTG based on the measured interests and tour durations has proven that these kinds of tours make sense as there is the chance to serve individual preferences. They help to spread the tourists more evenly across the destination and give exposure to a much wider set of services. As the field study has also proven the most effective way of getting to know the tourist’s interests is the easy and intuitive method only offering a couple of main categories. Too complex structures are hard to display on mobile devices and lead to confusion. For further improvement of the interest profile the complex hierarchy in the background can be considered to be suitable nevertheless.
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